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Introduction

“A national embarrassment.” “A disaster.” “Wins at screwing up.” These were just a few assessments of the New York City Board of Elections (NYC BOE) after its most recent in a long history of errors. The agency had mistakenly counted approximately 135,000 test ballots in a preliminary announcement of the June 2021 mayoral primary results. It quickly caught the slip, but the episode only cemented the agency’s reputation for being unable to run a major election without causing some debacle.

The board’s string of failures includes more serious ones that have disenfranchised thousands of voters, from hours-long lines and untraceable absentee ballots in 2020 to widespread machine breakdowns in 2018 to the illegal purge of more than 200,000 voters from the rolls before the 2016 presidential primary. Accounts of agency mismanagement that has disenfranchised voters, along with calls for reform from politicians, advocates, and the media, go back decades. And yet, little seems to change.

This report seeks to answer the question “why?” Why have the repeated public failures, lawsuits, government investigations, civic activism, and media attention failed to substantially improve the agency’s performance? And what can be done to change that?

For the last year, we have delved deep into the workings of the NYC BOE, examined its failures, and compared its performance, structure, and processes to other large boards of elections around the country. What we found is striking. Among large, diverse election jurisdictions, New York City is an extreme outlier in five critical areas: its decisional structure; how its leadership is appointed and staff are hired; its training requirements; who holds the ultimate accountability authority for the agency; and its standards for information sharing. (See chart, “New York City’s Unique Election Administration Practices and Structure Promote Dysfunction,” page 6.)

These systemic defects explain the agency’s uniquely poor track record more than human error, the city’s size, or the complexity of new voting policies. To break the NYC BOE’s cycle of failure, the state legislature, whose laws govern all boards of elections in the state, must enact a comprehensive, systemic redesign of the agency.

The NYC BOE’s flaws — and solutions for addressing them — are outlined below.

Decisional Structure

The NYC BOE’s excessively diffuse decisional structure results in inefficiency and disparities. With ten commissioners — one Democrat and one Republican from each of the city’s five counties, each wielding equal power — the agency’s leadership is far larger and more diffuse than that of any other major metropolitan election jurisdiction in the country.

Impact: Among other problems, the large number of nominating bodies means that no one person is responsible for the commissioners’ appointments (or failures). The county-based, equally weighted decisional structure may also disadvantage residents of more populous and diverse counties in accessing basic resources, such as adequate numbers of polling sites. To take one example of how inequitably resources can be distributed under this system, Staten Island has more than twice as many full-time employees per registered voter as Brooklyn.

Solution: Streamline operations by reducing the number of commissioners from ten to four and untether them from geographical subdivisions.

Appointments and Hiring

The lack of transparent, merit-based selection standards, from commissioners down through the ranks, enables patronage and poor performance. Currently, political insiders select both NYC BOE commissioners and staffers behind the scenes and based on party machine connections rather than election administration qualifications. The law and selection process require no experience or training of commissioners or executive staff before or after they take office. The only requirements are that commissioners are registered to a major party in the county they represent and that they not hold or run for public office.

Impact: Quality election administration is too often an afterthought when selection and advancement depend on political connections. The primacy of political party interests over voter interests can go so far as to risk disenfranchisement, as when the NYC BOE in 2019 sued to block a mayoral program’s language interpreters from the polls, in part because the translators might not satisfy what the board argued was a requirement under New York State law: bipartisan teams, one Republican and one Democrat, wherever they were deployed.
Solutions:
- Require the local appointing authority — the New York City Council — to conduct a transparent, merit-based process for selecting commissioners.
- Require commissioners to conduct nationwide searches for top executive staff, and require public, detailed, and broadly disseminated job postings for all board positions.
- Strike the current requirement in state statute that employees throughout the agency reflect equal representation of the two major political parties.

Training

Insufficient training of leadership and staff impairs the NYC BOE’s ability to adequately serve voters. There is no legal requirement for agency leadership to undergo training, and staff training does not keep pace with changes in the law.

Impact: From illegal voter list purges to widespread poll worker error to long lines and inaccessible poll sites for voters with disabilities due to poor planning, voters suffer countless harms when leadership and staff lack sufficient expertise. These problems can have a disenfranchising or discriminatory effect on working people who cannot afford to wait or people with accessibility needs.

Solution: Require that commissioners and executive staff complete election law and administration training and improve rank-and-file trainings.

Accountability

NYC voters have no effective path to hold their BOE accountable for persistent failures. City voters’ most direct representatives — the city council and citywide elected officials, including the mayor — lack the authority to remove commissioners, even though the city council has the power to appoint them. State law gives only the governor this authority. It appears that no governor has ever exercised this power, in spite of the agency’s extensive history of poor leadership.

Impact: The NYC BOE’s leaders have little reason to improve the agency when they can retain power for years, even after disastrous outcomes. In this report, we document the agency’s major failures throughout the last decade, including long lines, machine meltdowns, voter roll purges, physically inaccessible poll sites, and inequitable language access. Each of these fiascoes has disenfranchised a large number of voters or greatly undermined public faith in the board itself, and yet rarely are commissioners or top staff replaced. The lack of accountability has led to a cycle well known to the New York voting public: failure, exposure, public criticisms, calls for accountability, and expressions of frustration by political leaders that they have no power to change things, followed by inaction and the inevitable next debacle.

Solution: Give locally accountable elected officials the power to remove commissioners, with review by the courts for just cause.

Information Sharing

The NYC BOE’s failure to share timely, usable information with the public hampers voters and inhibits its own improvement. The NYC BOE has failed repeatedly to convey information to the public that is crucial to be able to vote, and it provides limited access to election data that would enable evaluation and improvement of its performance over time.

Impact: The agency’s failure to provide information to voters, such as timely notices of the status of their absentee ballots, can result in confusion about how to vote, risking disenfranchisement. The lack of timely, granular, public, and user-friendly election data — such as rates of and reasons for ballot rejections, affidavit (provisional) ballot usage rates, and average wait times per poll site — hinders prompt public scrutiny and also the possibility of improvement through collaboration with outside experts and other election agencies.

Solutions:
- Improve communications with voters, including by requiring the agency’s absentee ballot tracker to be timely updated.
- Require the agency to track and publicly report key voting and election administration data in an accessible, frequently updated form.
- Establish a working group that includes state and local officials and board of elections representatives to provide feedback on and plan implementation of legislation.

The good news is that all of the solutions we detail in this report can be adopted immediately. Many observers mistakenly assume that reform on this scale would require amending the state constitution, a part of which has served as an excuse for political manipulation of the agency. An amendment is no small undertaking, as it involves passage by two consecutive legislatures and then by a
majority of state voters in a ballot referendum. The changes that this study urges for the NYC BOE require only the will of the state legislature to enact traditional legislation. But it will be worth studying whether significant improvements to boards of elections statewide, which together consistently keep New York in the nation’s lowest rankings for election administration, warrant constitutional change.

In the meantime, mandating the structural reforms detailed in this study, gleaned from best practices across the country, will vastly improve the NYC BOE’s service and accountability to voters and provide some solutions that could apply elsewhere in the state. Indeed, some officials and staff within the NYC BOE itself say they are eager for and open to improvement. Lawmakers should adopt these reforms without delay.

The need to fix the NYC BOE has never been more urgent. Of course, the city’s 5.5 million registered voters — more than there are in most states — have always deserved better. But in this era of the Big Lie, when merchants of misinformation seize any excuse to shake the nation’s trust in elections and election officials face unprecedented threats, curing the infamous dysfunction of the NYC BOE is critical for the entire nation.
## New York City’s Unique Election Administration Practices and Structure Promote Dysfunction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WHAT NYC DOES</th>
<th>BEST PRACTICE</th>
<th>CONTRAST TO OTHER JURISDICTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECISIONAL STRUCTURE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition of bipartisan board</td>
<td>The 10-member board has a Democrat and Republican from each of the city’s five counties.</td>
<td>A smaller board promotes efficient decision-making and increases accountability and equity of resources across the jurisdiction.</td>
<td>Outside of New York, all but one of the 15 largest local election jurisdictions with bipartisan boards have three to five members (the other has six) and no specific geographical distribution requirements.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPOINTMENTS AND HIRING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appointing commissioners</td>
<td>Commissioners are nominated by 10 distinct county political party committees and often rubber-stamped by the city council.</td>
<td>Publicly accountable officials evaluate nominees and ensure their qualification to serve before appointment.</td>
<td>New York gives parties more control in selecting commissioners than other comparable jurisdictions. In Virginia, where parties also nominate candidates, local parties must submit at least three candidates to the appointing authority for an open commissioner position to allow vetting of nominees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff hiring</td>
<td>Most openings are not posted publicly. Candidates are often chosen for their political ties.</td>
<td>Job openings are posted widely, with detailed qualifications and clear metrics to evaluate candidates.</td>
<td>Outside of New York, national searches for top jobs are common, including recent searches in large, diverse jurisdictions like Los Angeles, Chicago, and Maricopa County, Arizona. Public postings of agency jobs are routine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisan culture</td>
<td>Equal representation of parties is required at nearly every level, to the point that roles are duplicated.</td>
<td>Partisan affiliation requirements are limited to functions where checks and balances may be useful.</td>
<td>Most states limit partisan balance requirements to roles (like canvassing/counting ballots) that clearly benefit public confidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAINING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership training</td>
<td>Commissioners and executive staff are not legally required to have previous elections or management experience or to have ongoing training once appointed.</td>
<td>Commissioners and executive staff complete training upon assuming their roles to ensure that they know their responsibilities under federal and state law.</td>
<td>Training requirements are standard in many jurisdictions around the country. For example, North Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia all require local election commissioners to complete training shortly after appointment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCOUNTABILITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversight and removal</td>
<td>Appointment and removal powers are divided between the city council and the governor.</td>
<td>A publicly accountable official with appointing authority also has the power to remove for cause.</td>
<td>Outside of New York, nearly all of the largest local election jurisdictions with bipartisan boards give appointment and removal authority to the same entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFORMATION SHARING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transparency</td>
<td>The NYC BOE releases data that is limited, infrequently updated, and often provided in formats that are difficult to use or interpret.</td>
<td>The public is kept informed through comprehensive, frequently updated information and easy-to-use data sets.</td>
<td>Other large jurisdictions, like Orange County, California, and Cook County, Illinois, make a variety of election data available online in a centralized database and in easily used formats to facilitate outside analyses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Chicago, IL (3 members); Philadelphia, PA (3); Allegheny County, PA (3); Cuyahoga County, OH (4); Franklin County, OH (4); Fulton County, GA (5); Fairfax County, VA (3); Mecklenburg County, NC (5); Wake County, NC (5); St. Louis County, MO (4); Montgomery County, MD (5); Marion County, IN (3); Washington, DC (3); Bergen County, NJ (6); Jefferson County, KY (4). See endnote 36 for full citation.
Decisional Structure

The NYC BOE’s excessively diffuse decisional structure results in inefficiency and disparities.

The NYC BOE’s dysfunction starts with its composition, which is far larger and more diffuse than that of any other major metropolitan election agency in the country. The board comprises ten commissioners, with two — one Democrat and one Republican — representing each of the city’s five counties.9 The commissioners share equal weight in making citywide decisions, but each county’s pair holds ultimate authority in their respective county office.20

This structure hinders efficient decision-making. Board actions require a majority vote, so approving decisions at the citywide level, from policy to executive staff hires in the BOE’s central office, requires the assent of at least six commissioners.21 The sheer number of votes required to move decisions forward causes delay and gives way to backroom alliances and deals among the commissioners to advance their political benefactors’ bottom lines.22

This county-based decisional structure can also result in disproportionate representation of New Yorkers’ voting needs, disadvantaging residents of more populous and diverse counties.

Staffing is allocated disproportionately among counties.

Disproportionate county influence also appears in staffing at both the central NYC BOE office and within the county offices. The agency’s senior staff is divided equally among counties and parties such that each position in effect belongs to a county party leader, according to New York State Board of Elections (NYS BOE) Co-Chair Douglas Kellner, who formerly served as an NYC BOE commissioner.27 And at the borough offices, rank-and-file staff are inequitably distributed among the counties and parties such that smaller counties have more full-time staffers per voter in their respective county offices than larger counties.28 For instance, Brooklyn has five times as many registered voters as Staten Island but only about twice as many full-time staffers in its county office.29

Disparities in voter list maintenance practices have had unequal impacts.

This diffuse structure also risks disparities in implementation of crucial voting policies. Investigations into the purge of approximately 200,000 voter registrations ahead of the 2016 presidential primary, which especially harmed Brooklyn neighborhoods with large Latino communities,30 revealed that the NYC BOE failed to ensure that the borough offices uniformly adhered to voter roll maintenance procedures.31 This problem dates back decades. The director of the New York City Elections Project, a former city agency born out of recommendations from the City Bar Association and the New York City Partnership,32 reported in 1992 that, following ongoing weekly meetings with NYC BOE personnel and examinations of the board’s practices, the Elections Project had found that “different borough offices often did things differently,” including practices that “had an impact on whether a voter stays registered.”33

Two BOE officials denied that voter-affecting practices vary among the five counties, stating that the individual branches may not exercise discretion in such matters of policy.34 But there is no ready means for outsiders to verify important practices such as voter list maintenance procedures across the five county offices, underscoring how the NYC BOE’s diffuse operating structure thwarts public accountability.35
Solution

Streamline operations by reducing the number of commissioners from ten to four and untether them from geographical subdivisions.

The state legislature should decrease the number of commissioners from ten to four, which would increase efficiency and accountability and make voter service more equitable citywide. This smaller number of commissioners would help untether commissioners’ loyalties from particular counties. It would also bring the board more in line with other large elections agencies. The 15 largest elections jurisdictions with bipartisan boards outside of New York State have three to five members, except one board with six. It may be worth considering whether still other structures would better achieve efficiency and fairness for voters, such as an odd-numbered board or a smaller two-member board.
Appointments and Hiring

The lack of transparent, merit-based selection standards from commissioners down through the ranks enables patronage and poor performance.

“The most important credential to work for the [NYC BOE] is being connected to a political club,” NYS BOE Co-Chair Kellner said.38 This reality reflects the mistaken but widespread assumption that the state constitution grants major-party insiders control over selecting commissioners as well as nearly every role at the agency — an assumption that state lawmakers baked into statute and that agency leaders apply in staffing decisions, even to the detriment of voters.39

Against this backdrop, the stark absence of qualifications-based standards or process for commissioner candidates enables political party interests rather than dedication to voters to drive election administration. Nor are there legal requirements concerning commissioners’ experience or training either before or after they assume their roles.40 Rather, the state legislature has empowered unaccountable county political leaders to nominate commissioner candidates primarily based on party registration and county affiliation.41

Nearly all of these nominees have ascended with minimal or no vetting by the appointing authority — the city council — of their qualifications to run elections for 5.5 million voters.42 Instead, the council almost always rubber-stamps county party leaders’ nominations without so much as a confirmation hearing.43

Members of the council occasionally have been more active in their appointing role. A hearing in 2014 made news for being the first of its kind (a development that did not consistently continue), as did the first public vote on nominees by the council’s Democratic conference in 2019.44 In 2017, the then speaker of the city council unsuccessfully proposed a nominee not chosen by county party leaders, prompting a lawsuit that the party later dropped (the council ultimately appointed a different party nominee after a new speaker took office).45 The council held a committee hearing on the reappointment of three commissioners in December 2020 (all were reappointed).46

But such attempts to exercise appointing scrutiny continue to be the exception. As recently as July 2020, a councilmember’s request to question a commissioner nominee was, the New York Daily News reported, a “strange turn of events” — one that ultimately failed to generate a public discussion about the nominee’s qualifications.47 The same county political leaders who sponsor BOE commissioner nominees also influence the fate of many councilmembers.48 Though some have shown a commitment to bringing the appointment process out in the open, there is no guarantee that these recent practices will continue consistently.

The primacy of political party interests in the agency’s leadership structure has impeded its ability to serve voters in numerous ways.

Favoritism, not ability to serve voters, determines employee standing.

The favor of local party leaders also determines staffing of the agency, from the executive level through the ranks,49 in a process that occurs behind closed doors and without public posting of vacancies or qualifications.50 Technically, the commissioners hire board staff,51 but they do so based on recommendations from their party sponsors.52 When three commissioners introduced a motion in 2015 to post all open jobs publicly, four commissioners voted against it (including three currently sitting commissioners), one abstained, and two missed the vote.53

Patronage in the secretive hiring process often takes the form of nepotism.54 Sixty-nine NYC BOE staffers and at least two commissioners appeared to have a relative working at the agency, the city’s Department of Investigation (DOI) reported in 2013. This figure was a conservative count that likely understated the extent of the problem, the DOI explained.55 More recent accounts show that the problem persists.56

“The BOE suffers from a hyper-politicized environment rife with unequal treatment,” Communications Workers of America (CWA), District I, which represents NYC BOE workers, wrote in testimony to the state senate in July 2021.57 Commissioners installed by local party leaders “preside over all disciplinary actions,” it attested. It wrote, “The outcome of such actions is more often than not a reflection of the employees’ standing with their party leaders.” Advancement is as divorced from work performance as is disciplinary action.58 For many agency staffers who work hard to serve the city’s voters, sometimes seven days a week in the run-up to elections, these practices and widespread public criticism damage morale.59

Partisan interests take priority over voters’ language assistance needs.

The NYC BOE has attempted to block interpreters from poll sites, threatening to disenfranchise voters with limited English proficiency. In 2019, the NYC BOE sued to prevent interpreters from a Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs program from providing increased language assistance at poll sites across the city.60 The NYC BOE argued in part that the program violated the state constitution’s provision for bipartisan election boards61 and interfered with its
authority, and that the “interpreters did not operate in bi-partisan teams as required under the Election Law.” The court rejected the challenge, writing that the NYC BOE “fail[ed] to explain how the elimination of the Interpreter Program would not, in effect, disenfranchise voters.” Notably, the agency’s efforts prioritized party political interests over the will of city voters, who in 2018 had approved a ballot question establishing a commission whose duties included expanding language assistance at poll sites.

Advocates similarly contend that the BOE has resisted offers of additional language assistance. “In the past election cycle, a lot of us signed up to be interpreters and never heard back,” Wennie Chin, director of civic engagement at the New York Immigration Coalition (NYIC), told the Brennan Center. “The BOE says it has a hard time recruiting certain interpreters, but I know firsthand that when we sign up, we don’t get contacted.”

Melody Lopez, executive director of the nonprofit New York Civic Engagement Table, said the issue has been ongoing. “Language access has long been a huge issue for our community-based partners, especially where historically there has not been a requirement for a certain language but the population is changing and now there is a need for more languages,” she explained.

Providing interpretation services for broadly spoken languages is critical in a city as large and diverse as New York. Yet the NYC BOE has failed in the past to provide assistance even in languages for which the federal Voting Rights Act requires interpretation services. For instance, a 2020 report by the city comptroller determined that the NYC BOE failed to provide federally required assistance for Taiwanese voters in Brooklyn, Queens, and Manhattan. (NYC BOE officials claimed they were unaware of the requirement.) And in 2014, the agency settled a lawsuit brought by the Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund (AALDEF) for its failure to provide Bengali ballots, also in violation of the Voting Rights Act.

**Solutions**

**Require the local appointing authority — the New York City Council — to conduct a transparent, merit-based process for selecting commissioners.**

Many observers mistakenly assume that the state constitution gives unaccountable county party insiders control over the selection of commissioners. But the constitution states only that “boards or officers” charged with certain election duties be elected or appointed on the nomination of “such representatives of [the two major] parties respectively, as the legislature may direct.” County party leaders’ power resides in a state statute that can and should be changed through ordinary legislation.

Without needing constitutional change, state lawmakers can and should do more to ensure qualified leadership on the board. In other states where local parties nominate candidates for election boards, such as Virginia, the parties suggest multiple candidates from whom the appointing authority chooses. And nothing in New York’s constitution prevents the city council from requiring nominated candidates to demonstrate experience in election administration or voting rights or conducting the selection process in public — conditions that state lawmakers can and should establish.

Even without a change in current law, the city council can and should commit to consistently holding public confirmation hearings of nominees that test their experience and fitness to administer elections. Such a process would incentivize sponsors to nominate qualified candidates and increase both the board’s and the council’s accountability to the public for election administration.

**Require commissioners to conduct nationwide searches for top executive staff, and require public, detailed, and broadly disseminated job postings for all board positions.**

State law should require the NYC BOE’s commissioners to conduct national searches for executive staff to draw a broad pool of qualified candidates. At least as far back as 1988, editorial boards, mayors, and governors have called for nationwide, merit-based searches for the executive director position, to no avail. Other agencies serving New Yorkers conduct far-ranging searches to find experienced leaders. The former president of the New York City Transit Authority, for example, had previously run transit for Toronto. It is a best practice of similarly large elections jurisdictions such as Maricopa County, Arizona, Los Angeles County, and Chicago. The current head of elections in Los Angeles previously served as state elections director for Washington.

A competitive national search need not exclude current high-performing employees, who may have important institutional knowledge. In hiring for the election director position in Maricopa County, former County Recorder Adrian Fontes and the county’s human resources department established professional standards for the search process and posted the position nationally, bringing in 80 candidates, 12 of whom were deemed the most qualified. Ultimately, the best candidate was already working in the office — but following this best practice led to that informed decision.

Legislation should also direct the NYC BOE to publicly post all open positions, which it currently does not do. Those postings should include detailed information, including minimum and preferred qualifications, responsibilities, and salary. This information should be dissem-
inadequately handled. Staffing roles in this manner has led to a culture of patronage hiring, where candidates are chosen based on political affiliation rather than professional qualifications. This theoretical requirement has been grossly misapplied, reinforcing a system of corruption and favoritism.

Many roles at the agency, such as training, hiring, handling candidate records, and procurement, can and should be handled by staff hired for their professional qualifications and not for their partisan affiliations. Indeed, one NYC BOE official acknowledged that certain roles at the board do not warrant duplicative partisan representation, attributing the practice to the statutory requirement of equal representation on staff. The same should be true for poll workers, who under a separate statutory provision must secure equal representation of the two major parties. The NYC BOE at times has abandoned this requirement — underscoring its limited utility — when there are too few Democratic or Republican poll workers at a site, instead requiring individuals to take an oath as a poll worker for the other party. Eliminating this requirement would “let poll workers of every affiliation be staffed for every needed function, not just in a crisis.”

To be sure, bipartisan representation can promote public confidence in certain aspects of elections, which is why many states require bipartisan teams for tasks such as canvassing ballots and conducting recounts. The goal of projecting fairness purportedly motivated the bipartisan representation requirement in New York’s constitution. But as far back as 1910, city officials saw party leaders exploiting the bipartisan requirement in ways that undermined rather than furthered the public interest. The city’s commissioner of accounts (the equivalent of today’s DOI commissioner) concluded that the “board exerted significant discretionary capacity in administering the election law and did so in the interests of the Democrat [sic] and Republican parties largely to the detriment of efficiency and economy, and more importantly, to the detriment of voters’ interests,” according to political scientist Ronald Hayduk. More than a century later, this warping of the constitution’s requirement continues. The state legislature must enact a correction.

**Strike the current requirement in state statute that employees throughout the agency reflect equal representation of the two major political parties.**

Current law unnecessarily extends the state constitutional requirement of equal bipartisan representation in “boards or officers charged with the duty of qualifying voters, or of distributing ballots to voters, or of receiving, recording or counting votes at elections” to cover all board of elections staff. The state legislature should eliminate this needless extension of political party influence into all board operations. The current law has enabled the inefficient duplication of most every city board role with a Democratic and Republican staffer and has exacerbated patronage hiring.
Training

Insufficient training of leadership and staff impairs the NYC BOE’s ability to adequately serve voters.

Unlike some other major elections jurisdictions, New York does not mandate any training in election law or procedure for BOE commissioners or executive staff — only for certain lower-ranking staffers and Election Day workers. According to CWA District 1, the NYC BOE employees’ union, the training that does occur leaves staffers ill-prepared to implement new voting laws. One NYC BOE official who has sought out external training told the Brennan Center that some colleagues want more training along the lines of the Election Center’s highly regarded Certified Elections Registration Administrator (CERA) program. The NYC BOE is working to improve its internal trainings with the Election Center’s guidance, the official said.

Coupled with selection procedures for leadership that require no qualifications to administer elections, the current insufficiency of training sets the agency up to fail at the complex job of adequately serving millions of diverse voters through cycles that are sure to bring new challenges. The consequences have been severe: valid registrations have been canceled and eligible voters have been turned away at the polls.

Illegal voter list purges reveal poor staff training in proper procedures.

Improper training and oversight disenfranchised more than 200,000 New Yorkers in the 2016 presidential primary election. The New York attorney general, intervening in a lawsuit brought by Common Cause New York and individual voters, described investigation findings that agency staff had failed to follow federal and state law requirements in removing these voters from the registration rolls and that senior agency officials had allowed illegal practices to continue. The attorney general documented widespread training failures in the agency’s borough and central offices. The lawsuit spurred the agency to promise a federal court that it would fix its procedures, including implementing additional training for staff, and a 2017 audit by the city comptroller found that all removed voters were back on the rolls. Yet reports during the 2018 state primaries suggested that similar problems persisted. Registered voters reported arriving at their assigned poll sites only to find that they were not on the rolls or were no longer registered with their party.

Widespread poll worker error shows the need for improved poll worker training.

Poll workers are the main point of contact between voters and the NYC BOE. Finding and training as many as 51,000 people to serve as poll workers is a challenge but is critical to elections operations. Despite the importance of this role, poll workers report significant problems with their training. During a July 2021 state senate hearing, poll workers and trainers testified that the training they receive is too brief, provides little or no hands-on experience with equipment, and ends with an open-book exam that does not test actual understanding of the training.

Gaps in poll worker training and the inadequacy of the assessments that follow manifest as voter service problems at the polls. Audits by the city comptroller of elections in 2016 and 2019 found poll workers mishandling affidavit ballots, failing to follow protocol for tasks such as closing poll sites and comparing voter signatures, and improperly demanding voter identification. Yet the NYC BOE’s annual reports for those years show that nearly every poll worker had passed the training exam.

Excessive wait times demonstrate a lack of proper planning.

Though state law and regulations set the maximum wait to vote at 30 minutes, New Yorkers routinely end up waiting much longer. For some, these waits can be disenfranchising. Long lines become impossible hurdles to voters who cannot afford to stay away from work or childcare, and they disproportionately affect voters with lower incomes and voters of color.

“I often meet people who have those long commutes to the Bronx, from Brooklyn. They must choose between voting and potentially being late when loss of employment is not an option. We have turned polling site access into a privilege,” Jasmine Cordero, a poll worker, testified at a July 2021 New York State Senate hearing on the voter experience in New York City.

Long waits trace to the NYC BOE’s failure to plan adequately. During the 2020 general election, some New Yorkers stood in line during early voting for as long as four
Turnout in the heated presidential election was projected to be high, and voters during the Covid-19 pandemic could have been expected to want to avoid the crush of Election Day itself. But the agency had prepared too few polling sites for the early voting period and distributed them illogically. It opened only 88 sites for early voting, compared to nearly 1,200 for Election Day. It assigned to Barclays Center — a centrally located sports arena that accommodates nearly 20,000 people — the second-fewest of 27 early voting sites in Brooklyn. The distribution of voting equipment revealed similar planning failures: early voting poll sites serving more than 60,000 voters received the same number of ballot scanners as sites serving roughly half as many people.

The NYC BOE’s failure to plan for predictable problems also resulted in hours-long waits in 2018. That election involved an unusually long two-page ballot. As voters waited in the rain, NYC BOE officials blamed ballot scanner breakdowns not on their own inadequate testing of the unusual ballots but on the damp weather — an issue that can decrease scanners’ reliability, but for which the agency should have planned. The agency also failed to order enough scanning equipment to accommodate the extra paper from the longer ballots.

To its credit, the NYC BOE recently has taken affirmative steps to improve its communications with voters about wait times. During early voting in the 2021 city primary, the agency launched a wait time map on its website, an important step forward in helping voters plan when to vote and avoid long lines.

Persistent denial of federally mandated disability access further undermines voters’ rights.

New York City voters with disabilities routinely face difficulty casting ballots privately and independently due in part to insufficient staff and poll worker training. Among other issues, these voters often have encountered accessibility problems at polling places, including voting equipment that is improperly set up or inoperable, a lack of on-site staff available to resolve problems, and poll workers unprepared to offer guidance on how to use equipment. This inadequate staff training exacerbates the NYC BOE’s broader failures to provide accessible poll sites to voters with disabilities — in violation of federal and state law. City comptroller investigations in 2016 and 2019 found sweeping accessibility violations, including that 70 percent of poll sites examined in 2019 were illegally inaccessible. Violations persisted in spite of a 2012 federal court order directing the agency to implement a remedial plan following a lawsuit by the United Spinal Association and Disabled in Action over Americans with Disabilities Act and Rehabilitation Act violations.

Solution

Require that commissioners and executive staff complete election law and administration training and improve rank-and-file trainings.

State law should require commissioners and executive staff to complete training before appointment or within a brief period following their appointment. This training should cover the board’s obligations under state and federal election law and provide an overview of best practices for achieving accessibility, security, and broad participation in elections.

Other jurisdictions require such training. In Ohio, all elections board members and directors must complete a state training program within six months of appointment and every four years thereafter, or more regularly as the secretary of state requires, and fulfill annual continuing education credit requirements. North Carolina requires that every county board member receives training within six months of appointment and at least once again during the first two years of service, and that county election directors complete a state certification program within three years of appointment. Virginia requires elections board members to attend state training before the first election in which they will be serving as an election officer and to repeat this training upon subsequent reappointments. Several bills pending in the New York State legislature would require election commissioners and staff to complete training within a short time after assuming their roles.

State law should also require regular training and continuing education for all board staff. This training should be refined and updated to reflect performance issues, organizational changes, and changes to federal or state law. Other jurisdictions use these strategies to continually improve staff readiness to serve voters. In Cuyahoga County, Ohio, for example, the elections board gleans information like common voter mistakes and the number of ballots rejected to adjust staff training.

In addition, state law should mandate that poll worker training include a hands-on component and that the board routinely update its curriculum. The NYC BOE should proactively collect feedback from poll workers on the “real time on-site learning and experiences [that] could help prevent the same problems from re-occurring,” one poll worker suggested.
Accountability

NYC voters have no effective path to hold their BOE accountable for persistent failures.

The NYC BOE is able to dodge accountability to the city’s voters because New Yorkers’ most direct representatives lack the ultimate oversight authority — the power to fire commissioners. The disconnect between the powers to appoint and to remove commissioners is a major flaw in the agency’s accountability structure, one that sets it apart from other large jurisdictions with appointed boards.\(^{136}\)

While the city council appoints NYC BOE commissioners, state law gives the governor the sole authority to remove them.\(^{137}\) No governor appears to have ever exercised this power, in spite of the agency’s extensive track record of poor leadership.\(^ {138}\) Indeed, even as he condemned the agency’s failures and called for an overhaul, in 2020, then-Gov. Andrew Cuomo insisted that “the state has no role” in administering New York City elections.\(^ {139}\)

Though the board’s membership changes over time, many have continued to serve through the most recent parade of fiascoes. Four current BOE commissioners have served tenures ranging from 8 to 26 years.\(^ {140}\) While the others were appointed more recently, the timing of departures and lack of removals demonstrate that these changes in no way track the board’s performance in the most recent elections.

Solution

Give locally accountable elected officials the power to remove commissioners, with review by the courts for just cause.

Nearly all of the nation’s largest elections jurisdictions with appointed boards vest appointment and removal power in the same entity.\(^ {141}\) To better empower New York City residents to hold their election agency accountable, state lawmakers should give the city council and the mayor joint removal authority and add them to the authorities, along with the governor, with the power to remove failing commissioners, subject to approval by the courts to ensure just cause.
Information Sharing

The NYC BOE’s failure to share timely, usable information with the public hampers voters and inhibits its own improvement.

The NYC BOE’s poor track record for communicating important information to the public has had serious consequences, including disenfranchising voters and hindering its own ability to improve voter services.

Communication shortcomings can disenfranchise voters.

The NYC BOE has repeatedly failed to convey information that the public needs to cast a vote that counts.142

A lack of information on the status of their absentee ballots hamstrung voters in the 2020 election cycle. Like other agencies nationwide, the NYC BOE saw record demand for absentee ballots due to the pandemic, including more than 10 times the normal volume of absenteees received during the primary.143 Though the agency had just launched a long-awaited ballot tracker (the city council had passed legislation in 2016 requiring such a portal),144 it was slow to update. Delayed updates left voters to wonder whether their ballots were counted — and whether to trust the mail or to brave long lines to vote.145 Following suit, according to testimony at a July 2021 Senate Elections Committee hearing, some June 2021 primary ballots remained labeled “out for delivery” more than a month after Election Day.146

Relatingly, the BOE fails to make data available about why absentee ballots were rejected. This lack of information makes it far more difficult to refine voter education efforts to help people avoid making potentially disenfranchising mistakes in the future.147

In the 2016 election cycle, the agency flouted voters’ interests when it refused to post commonsense notices at old poll sites that had been relocated, even though a city law required it to do so.148 This decision may have had serious repercussions for voters who did not know where to vote. Research has shown that poll site closures and relocations in recent years have disproportionately affected communities of color and elderly voters in New York City.149

Voter outreach has also failed to be sufficiently inclusive of the needs of the city’s diverse electorate. The NYC BOE’s inadequate engagement with voters with limited English proficiency shows a glaring gap in its voter education efforts, according to NYIC’s Wennie Chin: “Their limited outreach, even in mandated languages, really shows a lack of interest in serving all New Yorkers.”150

Failure to share timely, usable election data limits the agency’s ability to receive feedback to improve.

Timely and user-friendly election data is an important tool for assessing an agency’s performance and enabling it to improve its service to voters. The NYC BOE’s public data sharing falls far short. One NYC BOE official said that the public can ask the agency for information,151 but advocates and others attest to the difficulty of doing so.152

“Getting information from the BOE is like pulling teeth,” Chin said. “It shouldn’t happen if you’re an agency chartered to serve the public.”153

A city official echoed this sentiment: “Most of us know what the problems are, but we can’t back them up without linking to people’s complaints on Twitter.”154

Data that the NYC BOE does provide can defy meaningful external analysis.155 The board’s annual reports convey statistics including turnout, the number of votes cast by method, and poll worker test passage rates. But the PDF format is hard to use and lacks clear keys to explain the information.156 In past cycles, the agency has been slow to publish, for instance reporting voter turnout data months after the public’s interest in the relevant election passed.157

The New York City Campaign Finance Board (NYC CFB) manages to publish more comprehensive, accessible, timely election data with an operating budget about one-tenth the size of the NYC BOE’s.158 The NYC CFB website features a library of machine-readable, clearly explained data to enable outside research,159 providing a model for what the NYC BOE can and should implement.

Solutions

Improve communications with voters, including by requiring the agency’s absentee ballot tracker to be timely updated.

The NYC BOE should improve communications with the public and share timely information that helps voters cast ballots and be confident that their votes will be counted. One important step is to strengthen the BOE’s flawed absentee ballot tracker. For such a system to be useful for voters, information must be updated promptly after every major status change, including when the ballot is sent to
the voter, when the ballot arrives back at the election office, and when the ballot is processed for counting. A bill pending in the state legislature would require a more detailed and integrated tracking system statewide.\textsuperscript{160}

**Require the agency to track and publicly report key voting and election administration data in an accessible, frequently updated form.**

Collecting and using data is a growing practice among successful election administrators to assess their current performance and make improvements for future cycles. Doing so enables their agencies to provide better voter service and ease administrative burden. Denver’s elections division used data that it collected over time to create a predictive tool to anticipate voter demand within 100 ballots each day in a jurisdiction with more than half a million registered voters, according to Amber McReynolds, the former director of elections for Denver, Colorado.\textsuperscript{161} In contrast, one NYC BOE official expressed frustration that the agency’s approach too often is reactive rather than proactive.\textsuperscript{162}

State law should direct the NYC BOE to collect election data and make it available on a publicly accessible and searchable database. The metrics tracked should include turnout by election district; average wait times by poll site and election district; call volume by poll site and types of complaints received; the type and frequency of use of different voting methods (including absentee, early, and Election Day voting); affidavit ballot usage rates; rates of and reasons for ballot rejections; and language interpreter staffing by language per poll site.\textsuperscript{163} To be most effective, election data should be updated frequently; kept at a granular level of detail to help pinpoint problems (for example, by election district instead of assembly district); stored in a machine-readable format that is easy for practitioners to download and use; and made permanently available to help assess progress over time, according to the Open Election Data Initiative.\textsuperscript{164}

Models already exist. The Accountability in Colorado Elections program, run by the secretary of state’s office, collects and publishes detailed data on registration, turnout, vote methods, and costs and publishes this data for use by election officials, journalists, advocates, and other members of the public.\textsuperscript{165} Orange County, California, and Cook County, Illinois, similarly maintain detailed, publicly accessible databases that researchers can use to monitor election performance and hold the county responsible for its decisions.\textsuperscript{166} Implementing this kind of change in New York City could transform the agency into a leader in election transparency nationally.

Establish a working group that includes state and local officials and board of elections representatives to provide feedback on and plan implementation of legislation.

New policies are more likely to succeed when they reflect the feedback of those who must implement them. The NYC BOE’s problems have not occurred in a vacuum. The agency must contend with legal changes and new requirements that impact daily operations, sometimes with a tight turnaround. Two officials from the NYC BOE told the Brennan Center that legislative changes do not reflect election administrators’ input and that being required to implement various reforms quickly and simultaneously can set the board up to fail.\textsuperscript{167}

The Brennan Center previously has recommended that states create election administration advisory boards or working groups that include local and state election officials, statewide officeholders, legislative leadership, voting rights organizations, and other stakeholders to foster better implementation of new election administration policy.\textsuperscript{168} In New York, such a working group would help ensure that logistical concerns best known to the NYC BOE are accounted for in decisions that ultimately influence its operations. Administration at other boards of elections across the state similarly could benefit from this model. One NYC BOE official suggested including election officials from urban, suburban, and rural counties of different sizes, along with good government groups and other stakeholders. Topics that official wished to address include the timeframes for implementing new voting laws; updates of equipment, especially for voters with disabilities or limited English proficiency; and a more regular and better-trained poll site workforce.\textsuperscript{169}
Conclusion

The state legislature must immediately and fundamentally improve election administration in New York City, home to more registered voters than live in most states and more than 41 percent of the state’s voters. This report’s recommendations would meaningfully strengthen the NYC BOE’s structure and practices and help the agency to more efficiently, equitably, and effectively serve voters. But the need and possibilities for deeper election administration reform for New York City — and, more broadly, New York State — do not stop here.

Many observers have suggested replacing the NYC BOE with an entirely new structure, such as a nonpartisan board. Such an avenue, among others, may be worth exploring. The current bipartisan structure leaves out a significant proportion of city voters, more than one-fifth of whom are unaffiliated with a major party, and serves as an excuse for the inefficiencies and other problems this report details. This scale of change, however, likely would require an amendment to the state constitution. That avenue for reform will be the subject of further Brennan Center study.

These deeper questions about the NYC BOE also counsel consideration of the experiences of voters served by the state’s 57 other county boards. The practices of other boards of elections have harmed voters, from massive voter registration failures in Oneida County to inequitable poll site access in Rensselaer County. As of this writing, the New York State Senate is in the process of collecting testimony from voters, poll workers, advocates, and voting rights experts across the state on their experiences and the need for reform. This is an important step.

Many of the recommendations in this report — from empowering appointing authorities to remove commissioners to revamping hiring and training — would go a long way toward improving the functioning of other boards. But suburban and rural areas of the state also face unique challenges. Our continuing study of election administration in New York will examine the roots of dysfunction in county boards across the state and whether deeper structural change may be needed statewide.

The stakes have never been higher for improving New York’s elections. What happens in New York matters nationally. For too long, voting problems in the city and the state have given cover to other jurisdictions rolling back voting rights. In the era of the Big Lie, with regressive voting laws passing at an unprecedented clip and election officials increasingly under attack, it is more urgent than ever to revitalize election administration in New York and strengthen faith in our systems of democracy. Voters should not have to wait for another scandal before their experience improves. The work can and must start now.
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